Upcycle a drinking cup out of your favorite, low impact, water container with Boxed Water. Drink whatever you want out of it! Hot or cold, this will hold everything from coffee to a margarita. Simple as being environmentally conscious, all you need is scissors, a bone folder, and some glue (for best results use food safe silicon). Everyone could use a few more cups around the house and why wouldn't you reuse this perfect packaging? It’s simple, smart and sustainable!

Inspired by camping equipment, and ingenuous people like yourself, this cup was born from a mixture of curiosity and necessity. Starting with the simple, flattened box, through research and trial and error this design was arrived upon. Mimicking the shape of a tea cup, it is designed to hold up and stay water tight even after many uses. Building takes no time at all. Make your own today!

Stuart Golley
HOW TO MAKE A CUP:

1. CUT
2. FOLD
3. GLUE

*Diagram of finished product.